SRA continues to invest in research to unravel the yellow canopy syndrome (YCS) mystery through an integrated research program. This program spanned four major projects in 2017/18, which have made the following observations and progress.

1. **YCS can now be diagnosed with (a high level of) certainty.**

   There are many causes of leaf yellowing in sugarcane. YCS is a specific pattern of leaf yellowing accompanied by abnormal and lethal accumulation of sucrose and starch in leaves.

2. **Additional magnesium application above levels recommended for good crop management has no effect on YCS expression.**

   Magnesium deficiency in sugarcane can lead to yellowing of leaves. Experiments now confirm that addition of magnesium does not prevent or alleviate YCS symptoms. Plants with YCS usually have adequate levels of magnesium so magnesium deficiency is not a cause of YCS.
3. The role of insects, phytoplasmas, other bacteria in combination with environmental triggers are being investigated.

Experimental work does not support a single cause of YCS. A number of factors need to be present for YCS to be expressed. Experimental work is focused on identifying the key factors so that management options can be progressed.

4. An indicator tool kit for SRA, productivity service organisations and industry advisors for identifying YCS is at an advanced stage of development.

This is a significant step as any approach, experimental or commercial, needs to correctly identify the problem so that researchers and industry can respond appropriately.

5. A chemical option is under investigation which in most cases prevents YCS symptoms expression under experimental conditions.

This is a vital step if researchers are to develop management options for industry. These trials have used a broad-spectrum insecticide at high doses as an experimental tool to confirm or eliminate the role of an insect in YCS. This is not a test of the
6. This option is enabling us to quantify the impact of YCS on yield and identify potential causes.

This means that researchers now have the capacity to manipulate YCS symptoms.

If you have any questions in relation to the above, do not hesitate to contact the SRA YCS Strategic Initiative Program Leader, Dr Frikkie Botha at FBotha@sugarresearch.com.au.
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